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In 1990, Adeline (name changed) was a young mom in Lebanon who was pregnant with her second
child. Lebanon was in the midst of a war with Syria which had been militarily occupying Lebanon for
fourteen years. Adeline, her husband and their son had been captured by the Syrian army. This
young family was arranged in an execution line and a firing squad raised their guns and pointed
them at this family of three who were present and one on the way.
Adeline closed her eyes and prayed, not for deliverance – in her words – as death seemed certain,
but she prayed that she would pass quickly and without being forced to watch her husband and son
suffer through their own execution. As that moment of death hung heavy in the air, guns raised,
cocked, at the last possible moment, a Lebanese tank emerged as if from nowhere, fired a shell that
decimated the Syrian soldiers and sent shrapnel flying in every direction. Miraculously the family
was left, with death all around them, but there the family stood without even a single scratch.
Adeline described how their family had survived but that now the real work began. Despite a
physical liberation, Adeline was left with a hard choice: hatred towards Syrians. She described how
for six years she prayed and fasted asking for a removal of the hatred she felt towards those who
almost murdered her family. For Adeline, learning to forgive and asking for that hatred to not take
root but to be removed from her heart was a spiritual discipline and just as important as the
physical survival. For six years she weekly prayed that the Lord would bring about this
transformation in her heart.
As war over the last few years turned away from Lebanon and engulfed Syria and the now more
than one million Syrian refugees poured into Lebanon, Adeline found that her hard work of
introspection led to a transformation. She was not only set free from the hatred that had pulled at
her heart but she was also enabled to now work for a Christian organization actively supporting
Syrian refugees. She described how her heart moved from hatred to empathy to hesitant
involvement to wholehearted engagement in the support of justice and peace.
Adeline faced hard choices for many years. She is a powerful reminder that the Kingdom of God
calls us to move beyond the fear and hesitancy common to all, to move beyond religious
stereotyping, and to build new relationships even in the midst of strained uncertainty.
Today Adeline is actively serving and sharing the love of Christ with refugees from Syria, a country
whose army once tried to kill her and her family.
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